Pure Shine
“Your glass and external surfaces will sparkle and shine”
Impact Hygiene use the latest in hi-tech cleaning equipment to get your outdoor surfaces sparkling
clean. We do this in a minimal amount of time, allowing us to give you results at a competitive rate.
Our chemical free clean is not only gentle on the environment, it saves you money because you’ll
need us less! Dust and pollution sticks to residual chemicals left on buildings and external surfaces
after they’re cleaned. Our chemical free technology leaves the surface shiny,
clean and free of any substance
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Pure Shine for
Signs
Solar panels
Exterior glass windows
Shop fronts and fascias
High and out of reach surfaces
Sky lights and high windows
Interior glass windows
Commercial and Domestic service

Call today for your free trial!    1800 494 369
We can quote for a once off service or reoccurring basis.

You’ll be shocked at how competitive our rates are!
What are the benefits of clean solar panels?

Improve your solar panels efficiency by up to 30%

Dirt and Soil on solar panels reduces solar absorption
Solar panels are not self cleaning
Dirty solar panels take longer to switch on delaying absorption and run less efficiently
A regular Pure Shine service prevents stubborn dirt and grim from burning into panels
A regular Pure Shine service can prolong the life of your solar panels

Dress your building for success…

A Clean Building looks as good as fresh paint!
You won’t need us often. Dust and pollution clings to chemical residue.
Our chemical free method means a totally clean and sparkling surface!
No H&S issue or expensive cherry pickers required!
Our equipment can be used safely from the ground
We’re tidy, we have a great attitude and you’ll love the price!

Call today for your quote and free trial!

1800 494 369

www.impacthygiene.com.au

